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The project 

§ http://students.mimuw.edu.pl/~szczurek/TSG2_Project/project.html 
§ Report deadline: 20.01.2016 
§ Presentations: 26.01.2016 



How to do the project? 

STEP 0 
§ Perform QC 
§ Report QC before preprocessing 
§ Remove adapters (e.g. Clip in Galaxy) 
§ Remove low quality reads only if the quality across bases below 28 
§ Report QC after preprocessing 
§ Deduplicate after mapping (?), e.g. with rmdup 
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STEPS BETWEEN 0 and 1 
§  Mapping (e.g. With Bowtie) 
§  Report the percentage of reads mapped 
§  MACS (?) 

§  not always runs 
§  not always gives any peaks with acceptable FDR 
§  if any of this occurs, process with the mapped reads only! 

§  pysam - An interface for reading and writing SAM files 
§  Rsamtools package in R 

§  Using the gene annotation file, select the first exon start and the last 
exon end as the gene boundaries. 



How to do the project? 

 
STEPS 1 – 3: there is no „the way” to answear the questions. The 
more aproaches to assess the hypotheses, the better. 

 
 
 



STEP 1:Check whether the histone modifications (A) and the 
protein (B) bind preferentially in gene regions (5'- or 3'-end or 
center)? 
 
§  Report the % of all binding regions/reads for A and B that land in the   
genic regions (enywhere in them) 

§  Compare the number of reads in the genic regions to the number of 
reads expected as if the reads were uniformly distributed on the genome 
at random: 

§  Compute the expected no of reads per some window in the 
genome 
§  Compare to the avg no of reads in the same window size in the 
genic regions  

§  Cut the gene regions into bins (3 --100?). Report how many regions 
overlap/reads map to each of these bins. Compare the read numbers 
between the 3’ bins to the 5’ bins to the center bins using Wilcoxon test. 

§  Plot how many reads map within increasing distances from the ends. 
Plot the same for randomly shuffled read binding positions. 
§  ngs.plot 
 



STEP 2: Is histone modification A and the B protein binding 
throughout the genome signifficanlty correlated?  
 
§  Divide the genome into  

§  Equal size bins 
§  Regions from the annotation 

§  Compute the log2( read count A or B/ input ) – normalized read count 
§  Compute the correlation between the same bins for A and B 
   
§  Hypergeometric test: is intersection over genes surprisingly large? 

§  Report the number of genes A overlaps with 
§  Report the number of genes B overlaps with   
§  Report the intersection size 
§  Universe: all genes 



STEP 3: Are the genes which are bound by B also differentially 
expressed between tissues Elav and Repo? 
 
§  Again report the numbers and hypergeometric test. 
 
 



The last lecture:  
What to sequence next? Exciting achievements of the -seq 

Metagenomics: 
 
§  https://www.ted.com/talks/craig_venter_on_dna_and_the_sea?
language=en#t-124864 
 



Metagenomics 



Whole genome shotgun of the microbiome 

"Venter et al., Science, 2014 

§ Microorganisms:  
- The most abundant and diverse 
organisms on Earth 
- Not possible to culture  
- Long remained uncharachterised 
(and vastly still remain) 

§ Venter et al. Science 2004 
- whole genome shotgun  
- microbial sample 
- from the Sargasso Sea 



The metagenome assembly problem 

"Venter et al., Science, 2014 

§  De novo genome assembly 
§  Many genomes 
§  Don't know a priori  

•  How many 
•  Which proportions (some species dominate the sample, some are 

represented in just a few copies) 



De nove genome assembly 



Determining species  
§  Venter et al., to sort the assembly pieces into organism „bins“ 

§   Characterized scaffolds with at least 3x coverage depth 
§   Sorted by 

u  Coverage 
u  Oligonucleotide frequencies 
u  Similarity to previously sequenced genomes 

§  One walk in de Bruijn graph  
+ prunning to eliminate sequencing errors and misassemblies 
+ information about coverage = one organism  

















Single-cell sequencing and extensions 

§  Sequencing of individual cells  
§  variation between cells 
§  environmental „context“ 
§  Characterized scaffolds with at least 3x coverage depth 
§   Sorted by 

u  Coverage 
u  Oligonucleotide frequencies 
u  Similarity to previously sequenced genomes 

§  Lee et al. 2016: resolving transcript location within cells 
§  fluorescent in situ RNA sequencing (FISSEQ) 
§  amplifies complementary DNA targets by rolling circle amplification, 
§  in situ cross-linking locks amplicons to produce localized templates for 
three-dimensional sequencing.  
§  Tested in fibroblasts to reveal the differences between individual cells 
during wound repair. 



Genomes of people on Iceland 



 formalin-fixed paraffin embedded 
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